BOX OF CRAYONS GIVES PEOPLE THE TOOLS THEY NEED
SO THEY CAN FOCUS ON THE WORK THAT MATTERS.
WE GIVE TIME-CRUNCHED MANAGERS PRACTICAL COACHING TOOLS SO THEY CAN
COACH IN 10 MINUTES OR LESS
ABOUT BOX OF CRAYONS
Box of Crayons is a training company
with a good deal of skepticism about
training. We know training typically
doesn't work in changing people's
behaviour. And we're determined to
buck the trend.
Our background is in large-scale
organizational change. We know that
it’s a complex process to help an
organization grow and evolve. Our
programs are designed to play a
small role in a bigger game: helping
your organization and the people in
it do more Great Work and have
more impact.

You already know that if your managers and leaders were coaching more often, the people they lead would have more focus, more impact and
more resilience. But it can be frustrating to send people on training programs, to find nothing changes when they return. What if your
managers had the insight and skills to actually make coaching part of their everyday work? Our counterintuitive approach to coach training
means coaching is now something that every time-crunched manager can do.

COACHING FOR GREAT WORK

COACHING HABIT

GREAT WORK FEEDBACK

"Based on my professional experience in the OD arena, I know programs have to be useful and practical. And if I think about other learning
workshops I've attended that seemed good at the time … but now I couldn’t even tell you what they were about. I expect to see results
immediately … and with this program I did. When people start using the language from the workshop and they demonstrate an
understanding. I know that the learning resonated and has stuck. I could see that there were many "a-ha!" moments in the session which
were meaningful to the participants and we've seen an immediate ability to use the tools from the session."
Marie Crea, Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield

WE HELP PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS DO LESS GOOD WORK AND MORE GREAT
WORK, SO THEY CAN WORK LESS HARD AND HAVE MORE IMPACT
All organizations struggle to find the best balance between Good Work - the everyday "job description work - and Great Work - the work that
makes a difference, creates an impact and has meaning. Hard as you try, Good Work keeps pulling people away from the Great Work. But can
you imagine the difference if everyone on your team or in your organization was doing 10% more Great Work? Our live and online programs
give all employees the focus, courage and resilience - and practical tools - to find more meaning and have more impact in the work they do.

GREAT WORK KICKSTART

CURIOUS?
Contact us to see how Box of
Crayons can help support your
business goals
Phone: 416.532.1322
Email: GreatWork@BoxOfCrayons.biz
Web: boxofcrayons.biz

"You always hope in a session like this you can instill energy in people so they will get more inspired and do more great work … but to
actually see that transformation take place, that was really quite remarkable. I’ve got to tell you that was worth every penny. Everybody
seemed to walk out of there a little bit lighter and a little bit taller and a little bit more enlightened."
Kiara Sol, AstraZeneca
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